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The synthesis of 44Ti and 56Ni in massive stars

Alessandro Chie� 1;3 and Marco Limongi2;3;4

ABSTRACT

We discuss the inuence of rotation on the combined synthesis of 44Ti and 56Ni in
massive stars. While56Ni is signi�cantly produced by both the complete and incomplete
explosive Si burning,44Ti is mainly produced by the complete explosive Si burning, with
a minor contribution (in standard non rotating models) from the incomplete explosive
Si burning and the O burning (both explosive and hydrostatic). We �nd that, in most
cases, the thickness of the region exposed to the incompleteexplosive Si burning in-
creases in rotating models (vini =300 km/s) and since 56Ni is signi�cantly produced in
this zone, the fraction of mass coming from the complete explosive Si burning zone,
necessary to get the required amount of56Ni, reduces. Therefore the amount of44Ti
ejected for a given �xed amount of 56Ni decreases in rotating models. However, some
rotating models at [Fe/H]=-1 develop a very extended O convective shell in which a
consistent amount of 44Ti is formed, preserved and ejected in the interstellar medium.
Hence a better modeling of the thermal instabilities (convection) in the advanced burn-
ing phases together with a critical analysis of the cross sections of the nuclear reactions
operating in O burning are relevant for the understanding of the synthesis44Ti.

Subject headings:stars: abundances, stars: evolution, stars: interiors, stars: massive,
stars: rotation, supernovae: general

1. Introduction

Neutral 44Ti is an isotope unstable to e� capture with a half life of 58.9 � 0.3 yr (Ahmad et al.
2006). It decays to 44Sc �rst by emitting a  of 1157 keV and to 44Ca later by emitting two
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additional  rays of 67.9 and 78.4 keV. Since the 60's (Bodansky et al. 1968; Woosley et al. 1973)
it has been recognized that it may be produced in the very deepregions of a massive star during
the explosion, if they are shocked to very high temperatures(greater than 5 GK or so) to reach
Nuclear Statistical Equilibrium but then cooled (expanded) rapidly enough that a large amount of
free � particles is left (� rich freeze-out). In this case, in fact, it exists a temporal "window" of
the order of 200/300 ms in which the local temperature T and density � of these expanding layers
are su�ciently high for the nuclear reactions to activate in presence of fuel (� particles in this
case). Within this scenario the synthesis of44Ti has been always explored by parametric studies
of the properties of the � rich freeze-out as a function of various parameters, mainlyT, � , electron
mole number Ye and the relevant nuclear reaction rates (The et al. 1998, 2006; Magkotsios et al.
2010). An important constraint a model must satisfy to provide a meaningful prediction of44Ti, is
to avoid overproduction of 56Ni, another unstable nucleus synthesized in complete and incomplete
explosive Si burning.

From an observational point of view the quest for a signal from the decay of 44Ti started
as soon as the �rst X- and  � ray detectors where launched in the 80's (Mahoney et al. 1992;
Leising & Share 1994; Dupraz et al. 1997). After more than 30 years of data taken by several
satellites, at present we have only two clear evidences of the presence of live44Ti: a �rst one from
the supernova remnant Cas A and a second one from the SN1987A in the Large Magellanic Cloud.

The signal from Cas A is well secured and the latest availabledata (the 78.36 and 1157 keV lines
detected by INTEGRAL give 1:37� 0:19� 10� 4 M � - Siegert et al. (2015); the 67.86 and 78.36 keV
lines detected by NuSTAR give 1:25� 0:3� 10� 4 M � - Grefenstette et al. (2014)) converge towards
an amount of 44Ti of the order of 1� 1:3� 10� 4 M � . Another recent �nding (Grefenstette et al. 2014)
concerns the strong asymmetries in the spatial distribution of 44Ti around this supernova remnant
together with the fact that it appears uncorrelated with the Fe X-ray emission (CHANDRA data).
Though these data are fundamental and necessary to constrain the explosion properties of this
star, unfortunately a reliable estimate of the amount of 56Ni ejected is missing. According to the
analysis of the proper motion of the ejecta, this supernova should have exploded in 1671 but none
reported the appearance of a "new" star in those years (with the possible exception of Flamsted
in 1680). Since the luminosity of a supernova is directly connected to the amount of 56Ni ejected
during the explosion (because the light curve is powered by the decay of56Ni �rst and 56Co later)
and given its proximity (3.4 kpc), the lack of detection put strong limits on the maximum amount
of 56Ni ejected. The situation is unfortunately even more complex because the explosion could have
been obscured by the presence of a large amount of circumstellar matter. A recent analysis of the
reddening in the direction of this supernova remnant (Eriksen et al. 2009) shows that the amount
of 56Ni could have been as large as 0.15 M� and still be not visible from the Earth. At present we
can only state that we do not know how much56Ni was ejected in this event.

As far as SN1987A is concerned, we have certainly more stringent data since we know both the
amount of 56Ni ejected during the explosion (' 0.075 M� ; Catchpole et al. (1988); Seitenzahl et al.
(2014)) and the amount of 44Ti present in the ejecta. In fact, NuSTAR detected both the 67.86




























